Core Course Syllabus Checklist

- Official Core Documents
- Core Curriculum Course List
- Undergraduate Catalog

☐ Does your course title match the title listed in the Official Core Document and/or catalog?

☐ Does your course description match the description listed in the Official Core Document and/or catalog?

☐ Do your course objectives reflect each of the objectives listed in the Official Core Document?

☐ Are all of the Core Curriculum Objectives for this course pursued in the classroom or laboratory?

☐ The 5 Common Courses and the following Distribution Lists contain Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)—intellectual, racial, ethnic, economic, national origin, (dis)ability—components:
  - Communication & Media Literacy
  - Contemporary Social Issues
  - Fine Arts & Performing Arts
  - Foreign Language & Cultures
  - Literature in Context

Does your syllabus contain evidence of DEI (assigned readings, assignments, policy statements, themes, etc.)?